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Executive Summary
The goal of this deliverable is to investigate the means that independently designed agents, using
different ontologies, have to interoperate.
The first easy answer is to standardize the ontologies so that they use the same ones. This
answer is suitable to very constrained environments (for instance when a customer can impose
standards to providers). However, the provider that has several customers will have to solve the
interoperability problem anyway.
The second solution consists of considering that there exist libraries of alignments or trustable
alignment services that can be invoked in order to obtain an alignment between two ontologies and
use this alignment for translating messages. Therefore, in this deliverable, we investigate, given
two ontologies used by two agents, how to find an alignment between these ontologies that can be
used for exchanging messages, for instances. We draw on the work done in Knowledge Web work
package 2.2 in order to deal with the following issues:
– how agents can take advantage of alignment services for obtaining and using alignments;
– how agents can negotiate the content of an alignment.
First, we present a protocol allowing agents to obtain such an alignment that suits their needs
(Chapter 3). This protocol allows agents to find similar ontologies, to ask for alignment between
ontologies using various methods, to ask for the translation of messages according to existing
alignments and to generate translation programs or mediators that can be used by the agents themselves.
But what if it is not possible to obtain an alignment that suits both parties? It is then necessary
for these parties, if they want to interact, to negotiate the meaning of terms, or, more modestly, to
negotiate the correspondences in alignments. For that purpose, we introduce a novel argumentation
framework for arguing for and against correspondences found in alignments (Chapter 4). This
framework is based on previous work on argumentation in multi-agent systems but adapts it to
the specific case of arguing about alignments and correspondences. It provides a first typology of
arguments (local, global and preferences) that can be applied to correspondences between ontology
entities. A number of concrete arguments are provided. They are then used in an argumentation
protocol, whose design required a modification of classical argumentation logic so that it can
accomodate alignments. We provide strategies for evaluating arguments during the unfolding of
the negotiation dialogue.
The work presented in this deliverable is especially designed to be used by agents of any type,
primarily software agents, but also any kind of clients (even human users) and web services (where
it helps creating mediators for semantic web services).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The goal of this deliverable is to investigate how independently developed agents, committing to
different ontologies, and situated in a dynamic environment can achieve agreement on the type of
vocabulary to use in order to interoperate.
The first easy answer is to standardize the ontologies so that they use the same ones. This
answer can hold in very constrained environments (for instance when a customer can impose
standards to providers). However, the provider which has several customers will have to solve the
interoperability problem anyway.
The second solution consists of considering that there exist libraries of alignments or trustable
alignment services that can be invoked in order to obtain an alignment between two ontologies and
use this alignment for translating messages for instance. We draw on the work done in Knowledge
Web work package 2.2 in order to present a protocol allowing agents to obtain such an alignment
that suits their needs (Chapter 3). The alignment service is designed along the lines of Deliverable
2.2.6.
But what if it is not possible to obtain an alignment that suits both parties? It is then necessary
for these parties, if they want to interact, to negotiate the meaning of terms, or, more modestly, to
negotiate the correspondances in alignments. For that purpose, we introduce a novel argumentation
framework for arguing for and against correspondences found in alignments (Chapter 4). This
framework is based on research efforts in agent negotiation based on argumentation, that were
reviewed in Deliverable 2.3.2.
Hence, the problem that we consider is, given two autonomous agents committed to two ontologies O and O′ , how can they find an agreement on the correspondence between the vocabulary
they use (this will be expressed as an ontology alignment). It is noteworthy that the process of
reaching agreement should be as automatic as possible and should not require any feedback from
human users.
In order to achieve this goal, we take advantage of tools developed in the area of multi-agent
systems and ontology matching and we adapt them to this problem. The specific point of this
deliverable with regard to the work done in work package 2.2, is that it deals with the following
issues:
– how agents can take advantage of alignment services for obtaining and using alignments
(for that purpose, we define a communication protocol based on agent standards);
– how agents can negotiate the content of an alignment (for that purpose we define an argumentation framework adapted to correspondence negotiation).
2
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The work presented in this deliverable is especially designed to be used by agents of any type,
primarily software agents, but also any kind of clients (even human users) and web services (where
it helps creating mediators for semantic web services).
The deliverable is organised along the following lines: first we consider previous attempts
to bring meaning negotiation (or ontology alignment) to agents (Chapter 2); then we introduce
our alignment communication protocol (Chapter 3); and finally we present a new argumentation
framework for correspondences (Chapter 4).

KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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Chapter 2

State of the art
There are relatively few works on the topic of autonomous entities negotiating about meaning in
a dynamic way. We present below some of these efforts. However, beforehand, we introduce
some of the techniques that will be used later on in this deliverable. We thus start with agent
infrastructure (Section 3.1) and ontology alignment (Section 2.2) before presenting other work
addressing the same problem.

2.1

Agent infrastructure

Research on agents and multi-agent systems has already developed many tools and techniques
for modelling agents operating in isolation and within a system. Here we concentrate on agents
situated in a system, that need to display social ability and communicate in order to carry out
some task. We therefore present below some notions that will facilitate putting the remainder of
this document in context.
Each agent has a name, a role and some internal store (also called a knowledge base). In
some agent models, the basic knowledge base of an agent a may be consist of a set of beliefs,
a set of desires and a set of intentions (hence the acronym BDI). However, for the purpose of
this deliverable we do not need to distinguish between beliefs, desire and intentions, and we will
simply assume that an agent has a knowledge base where it stores facts about the domain it knows
and the environment is situated in, including knowledge about other agents (which can correspond
to an ontology). In this framework, we also do not make explicit use of the agent role.
Agents act independently of each other, but they can interact with others through exchanging
explicit messages (see below) or through modifying their environment. In particular, we will later
make use of a “commitment store” which records, and makes visible to others, some knowledge
that the agent has publicly endorsed.

2.1.1 Agent communication languages
Agent communication languages are designed for expressing messages that agents have to exchange. The purpose of standardising such a language is to be sure that any pair of independently
designed agents can understand each other.
These languages are based on speech-act theory in which the illocutory force of a message can
be understood independently from its propositional content. In short, you are able to understand

4
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that some agent is telling you to do something (illocutory force=order or demand) even if you do
not understand what (propositional content).
Agent communication languages are based on this type of separation, in which messages are
characterized by their performatives (expressing the illocutory value).
One notable such language was KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language)
[Finin et al., 1993] and its current alternative, FIPA ACL (FIPA Agent Communication Language) [FIPA0061, 2002; FIPA0037, 2002] (the two languages have similar syntax, but different
semantics, as explained in deliverable D2.4.3). Here we refer only to the FIPA ACL, but similar
considerations can be applied to KQML. A message in FIPA ACL can be described as:
(inform
:sender Valentina
:receiver Terry
:content "<Glass rdf:about=’#myGlass’><quantity>0</quantity></Glass>"
:language OWL
:ontology http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/PR-owl-guide-20031209/wine )

As can be noted, the agent communication language does not commit to some particular language or ontology: the sender has to indicate the language and ontology used.
The fields defined by FIPA-ACL are given in Table 2.1
Field name
performative
sender
receiver
reply-to
protocol
conversation-id
reply-with
in-reply-to
reply-by
content
language
encoding
ontology

Type
see Table 2.2
agent id
agent id
agent id
protocol id
conversation id
message id
message id
date
language id
encoding id
ontology id

Meaning
Illocutory value of the message
Emitter of the message
Receiver of the message
An agent to which the answer should be sent
Protocol under which this message is issued
Conversation in which this message is involved
Identifier with which the message must be answered
Identifier with which the message is answered
Date by which the message must have been answered
Propositional content of the message
Language in which the content is expressed
Encoding of the content
Ontology in which the content is expressed

Table 2.1: FIPA-ACL message fields
FIPA-ACL defines 22 performatives based on four basic ones (inform, request, confirm and
disconfirm). These can be organized in 5 categories (informing, querying, negotiating, acting and
error reporting). They are reported in Table 2.2.

2.1.2 Agent communication protocols
As can be seen from above, messages can be part of protocols that describe more precisely what
is the context of message exchange and what is their more precise meaning in that context. Such
protocols specify in particular what actions may or must an agent perform (updating its beliefs,

KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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Performative
inform
inform-if
inform-ref
confirm
disconfirm
query-if
query-ref
subscribe
call-for-proposals
propose
accept-proposal
reject-proposal
agree
cancel
propagate
proxy
refuse
request
request-when
request-whenever
failure
not-understood

Category
informing
informing
informing
informing
informing
querying
querying
querying
negotiating
negotiating
negotiating
negotiating
acting
acting
acting
acting
acting
acting
acting
acting
error
error

Table 2.2: FIPA-ACL performatives
replying, performing some physical action, etc.) when receiving a message in the context of a
conversation.
The most famous agent communication protocol is the contract net [Smith, 1980] that describes how bidding is usually performed (a call for bids is issued, proposals are emitted in reply,
and after evaluation, agents are notified of the outcome and can commit to do the work if they are
the winner).
There were no particular protocol definition languages until recently. Such protocols are now
often expressed in AUML [Huget et al., 2003], an agent-centered extension of UML (so-called)
sequence diagrams (see Figure 2.1).

2.2

Ontology matching

We briefly introduce the work made in Knowledge Web work package 2.2 on heterogeneity and
more specifically on ontology matching [Bouquet et al., 2004; Euzenat et al., 2004].

2.2.1 Matching process
Ontology matching is the process depicted in Figure 2.2. From a pair of ontologies (o and o′ ),
it generates a set of correspondences between these ontologies called an alignment (A′ ). The
KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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Figure 2.1: The contract-net protocol specified in AUML.
process is, of course, fully dependent on the matching method (m). However, there are various
other parameters which can extend the definition of the matching process. These are namely, the
use of an input alignment (A) which is to be completed by the process, the method parameters
(which can be weights for instance) and some external resources used by the process (which can
be general-purpose resources not made for the case under consideration, e.g., lexicons, databases).
r
o ❳❳❳
❳❳❳
③
✲
✿
A
✘✘✘
✘
✘
′
o✘

❄

m

✲ A′

✻

p

Figure 2.2: The matching process.
There have been many different matching methods proposed from various viewpoints (e.g.,
databases, information system, artificial intelligence). They take advantage of the various properties of ontologies (e.g., structures, data instances, semantics, or labels) and use techniques from
different fields (e.g., statistics and data analysis, machine learning, automated reasoning, linguistics). These solutions share some techniques and tackle similar problems, but differ in the way they
combine and exploit their results. Deliverable 2.2.3 [Euzenat et al., 2004], provides an extensive
KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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review of the state of the art of these methods.

2.2.2 Alignment structure and API
We have tried to provide a strict definition of the alignment structure so as to be able to use
and reuse it in various situations. Given two ontologies O and O′ , alignments are made of a set of
mappings between pairs of (simple or complex) entities he, e′ i belonging to O and O′ respectively.
A correspondence (or mapping) is described as a quadruple:
he, e′ , R, ni
where:
– e and e′ are the entities (e.g., formulas, terms, classes, individuals) between which a relation
is asserted by the mapping;
– R is the relation, holding between e and e′ , asserted by the mapping. For instance, this
relation can be a simple set-theoretic relation (applied to entities seen as sets or their interpretation seen as sets), a fuzzy relation, a probabilistic distribution over a complete set of
relations, a similarity measure, etc.
– n is a degree of confidence in that mapping (notice, this degree does not refer to the relation
R, it is rather a measure of the trust in the fact that the mapping is appropriate (“I trust 70%
the fact that the mapping is correct/reliable/. . . ”). The trust degree can be computed in many
ways, including users’ feedback or log analysis;
Having such a common format allows to compose results of different methods easily. For
instance, it could help an agent in finding the relationships between its ontology and that of some
other agent and use this to understand its messages.
In order to facilitate this we designed the Alignment API [Euzenat, 2004]. The API is a
JAVA description of tools for accessing alignments in the format presented above. It is currently
implemented on top of the OWL API and proposes the following services:
–
–
–
–

Storing, finding, and sharing alignments;
Piping alignments algorithms (improving an existing alignment);
Manipulating (trimming and hardening);
Generating processing output (transformations, axioms, rules in formats such as XSLT,
SWRL, OWL, C-OWL);
– Comparing alignments.
Part of the interface of the API is presented in Table 3.1. The API can be used for producing
transformations, rules or bridge axioms independently from the algorithm which produced the
alignment. Several matching methods have been developed within this API.

2.2.3 Analysis
Ontology matching is a tool rather than a process that can help in ensuring interoperability.
It can be introduced within each agent in order to align the ontologies before interpreting and
attempting to understand messages. However, this does not help with negotiating the correspondences between the terms known to an agent and this imposes heavy constraints on the agent
design. Consequently, it is better to have some mechanism that does not have to embed alignment
techniques. This kind of mechanism will be presented in the next section.
KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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2.3

Ontology negotiation protocol

S. Bailin and W. Truszkowski (NASA / Knowledge Evolution, Inc.) proposed an Ontology Negotiation Protocol: ONP [Bailin and Truszkowski, 2002].

2.3.1 Approach
ONP deals with the very problem that we have to consider: allowing information agents to take
advantage of distributed knowledge bases.
ONP is triggered when an agent B receives a message m from another agent A. B will invoke
various mechanisms in order to understand the message and enrich his own ontology with acquired
information. The protocol is based on four steps:
interpretation Consists for agent B of trying to interpret m. This involves checking for the
definition of terms in its ontology. It can use external resources such as synonym dictionaries
and check with A the corresponding terms. When the set of remaining unknown terms is
larger than a particular threshold, B engages in a clarification dialogue with A.
clarification For each of the unresolved terms, A will propose some relationships (such as synonymy or subsumption) between this term and other terms in its ontology.
relevance evaluation Consists of evaluating the relevance of the obtained terms with regard to
the current query answers. The agent will query its database and compare the similarity
of documents to the query (in information retrieval terms, i.e., documents and queries are
considered as a set of keywords). If the similarity is high, then the terms are considered as
"aligned".
update Consists for each agent of updating its ontology in order to introduce the learnt knowledge.
This is a general description of the negotiation process which is managed by a finite state
machine whose goal is to determine the actions of agents.
The process uses Wordnet as an external resource allowing to disambiguate unknown terms.
Nowadays, synonym dictionaries are just one part of common matching algorithms.

2.3.2 Analysis
The objective of ONP is the understanding of messages. It negotiates the alignment term by term
(instead of globally).
While the paper refers to ontologies, the terms are really taken as natural languages terms
(through the attention made to synonyms for instance) and the messages look like natural language
sentences. This process is relatively remote from semantic web technology in which each concept
is identified by a term within some namespace (thus avoiding collision).
There are additional formal problems with this process: the negotiation is strongly connected
to its context - one agent and one message (through relevance feedback). However, in the update
phase, the result is included within the agents ontologies. The limit of the process is that each
agent will have the same ontology made of some sort of union of all the terms and their relations.
Moreover, the relevance step does not seem cleanly defined since it will only consider the
retrieved documents, not those which have not been retrieved.
This is to be contrasted with a world where agents keep their own ontologies, that they have
been designed to reason with, while keeping track of the relations with other agents ontologies. In
KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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addition, such a solution would allow one agent to take advantage of the alignments produced by
other agents.

2.4

Mapping learning process

F. Wiesman, N. Roos et P. Vogt from MERIT/Infonomics have designed a mapping learning process (MLP) [Wiesman et al., 2001].

2.4.1 Approach
The principle of the MLP is that of finding correspondences between instances of the concepts.
The starting hypothesis of this approach is that it is not possible to find alignments by negotiation
and that it is necessary to learn them by example.
This approach does not require to share concepts beforehand, but requires that instances (here
instances are documents) are comparable. This is reasonable in information retrieval applications
as considered in this paper. Ontologies are put in correspondence through the instances and the
concepts they belong to. There is no need, in this case, to exchange more than concept identifiers.
In particular, the concept hierarchy of the ontology of one agent is not known by the other agent.
The learning process is based on language games developed in [Steels, 1996] whose goal is to
obtain some consensus communication framework starting from nothing. It consists of exchanging
terms and evaluating them.
The process is as follows:
– an agent sends an instance of a concept to another agent,
– the receiver attempts to find the concept of which an instance has the maximum number of
common words with the instance sent in the previous step,
– the process is reiterated
One of the agents can then establish correspondences between leaf concepts (or at least concepts
which have proper instances). To that extent, it requires that the other agent sends the instances,
along with the concepts they belong to. Over time the association between concepts can be reinforced (or weakened). The process stops when the learning agent considers that the correspondences are correct. This alignment is considered final. More than an alignment, it is usually
a mapping from the ontology of the first agent to the ontology of the other one. The result is
considered asymmetric.
Moreover, there are operators allowing to modify the instances so that one instance of one
concept can be transformed in an instance of another concept in the other ontology.

2.4.2 Synthesis
This approach is a good general way of learning correspondences in ontologies. However, it
suffers from several drawbacks:
– it requires the availability of some training set (which has often to be large);
– it takes a long dialogue time before learning the correspondences;
– there is no direct negotiation of the correspondences themselves.
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Figure 2.3: Characterisation of correspondence utility
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Table 2.3: Composition of MAFRA categories

2.5

MAFRA Ontology mapping negotiation

The MAFRA Ontology mapping negotiation [Silva et al., 2005], aims at establishing the consensus between different agents which use the MAFRA alignment framework.

2.5.1 Approach
For accomodating agents with different utility for the correspondences, MAFRA defines a “utility” function (u) that depends on parameters representing the use context (p1 , . . . pn ). The utility
characterises a correspondence as a function of the confidence the system has in it and the parameters. This amounts to distributing the correspondences in five different classes depending on four
thresholds, as shown in Figure 2.3.
The catagories are then used in a negotiation process which basically combines these categories according to Table 2.3. This classifies the correspondences into 5 categories:
A
T
?
R
X

the correspondence is accepted;
the correspondence is tentatively accepted (and will be decided in a further step);
the decision is to be forwarded to the users.
the correspondence is rejected;
no consensus is reached: the negotiation failed;

The process of composing these threshold values is iterated after a meta-“utility” function is
applied to the results. This meta-“utility” function has three purposes:
– decide that the effort devoted to resolution exceeds the expected benefit and to stop the
negotiation;
– revise the thresholds of the “utility” function;
– decide globally on the tentatively accepted correspondences.

KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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2.5.2 Analysis
The MAFRA Ontology mapping negotiation is the first attempt at solving the alignment negotiation problem with concrete measures that are independent from the external context (training set or
common top-level ontology). It is highly dependent on the use of MAFRA, and the “utility” function is not precisely defined (as well as the meta-“utility” function). The jump from confidence to
utility is at worst not very well argued, at best deeply tied to MAFRA.

2.6

Other related work

There are a number of other partially relevant works that do not solve exactly the same problem as
the one considered here. In particular, in one of the most specific and relevant research events in the
subject, MCN’2004 (Meaning Coordination and Negotiation Workshop at ISWC-2004, sponsored
by Knowledge Web [Bouquet and Serafini, 2004]) many research papers on ontology coordination
(mapping) where presented, none where presented about ontology negotiation.

2.6.1 Mutual online ontology alignment
[Wang and Gasser., 2002] propose something very similar to MLP but slightly more formalised.
Their learning process is symmetric in that in step 2, the agent which receives the instance will reply with another instance of the same class: this will help agents converge towards some common
understanding. Moreover, the agents do not learn correspondences between concepts, but instead
modify their respective ontologies in order to fit those of the other agents. They use conceptual
clustering in order to perform this step.

2.6.2 Optimal communication vocabularies
[van Diggelen et al., 2004] tries to find the optimal communication vocabulary between two
agents. This is in the (very easy) case in which each ontology is expressed in terms of some
common grounding ontology. The paper defines the ideal communication ontology as:
–
–
–
–

allowing the transfer of information without loss;
minimises the size of messages;
expressible in the common ontology;
admitting no subset satisfying these conditions.

However, this approach assumes that agent ontologies are expressed using the same language. In
a more recent work [van Diggelen et al., 2005], the authors present a decentralised approach for
agreeing on a grounding ontology, in a decentralised way. This approach however, has two main
drawbacks, first of all it assumes that all agents will eventually comply to this grounding ontology,
therefore all agents will eventually comply to a common conceptualisation of the domain. The
second drawback concerns the process used for reaching consensus. This process is based on the
assumption that one of the agents (the one that initiates the conversation) A1 is capable of teaching
a concept definition to the agent it is talking to A2 . That is, it is able to establish a mapping between
the concept that is the object of a type of inform performative, and a concept belonging to the
ontology known to A2 . The paper, however, fails to explain how this mapping is established.
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2.6.3 DILIGENT methodology
DILIGENT [Tempich et al., 2005] is a methodology for helping dealing with heterogeneous and
evolving ontologies. It uses techniques similar to those presented here: agents provide arguments
initially framed in the Rhetorical Structure Theory and Issue-bases information systems in order
to track design choices in ontologies. However, the arguments are applied to ontology components
rather than correspondences because the goal of the method is to find acceptable changes to those
ontologies that have to be considered as consensual. Moreover, no evaluation framework (like in
MAFRA or in the present report) is provided for evaluating arguments because this is the task of
a committee. Finally, the arguments are formulated in order to support the process of consensus
formation among ontology engineers, rather than to reach consensus on ontological definitions
automatically.

2.6.4 Meaning negotiation for information retrieval
In the context of information retrieval, [Ermolayev et al., 2005] proposed a strategy for meaning
negotiation between a query evaluation engine and a mediator. The process consists of reducing
some “semantic distance” between the two viewpoints represented by the ontologies (or rather
the parts of their ontologies which are involved in answering the query). Negotiation proceeds by
proposing correspondences which contribute to reducing this distance. It succeeds if the distance
reaches a certain threshold, and fails when the threshold is not reached but agents have no further
correspondence to propose. It is, however, not clear how an agent can evaluate the proposed
correspondence and what is a good “semantic distance”.

2.6.5 General drawbacks of the above approaches
There are common features of the above proposed approaches that are not very favourable to the
openness and dynamics of the semantic web:
–
–
–
–

all agents must have a common alignment mechanism;
a training set is often necessary (realistic in information agents, not for web services);
too much time is necessary for obtaining an alignment;
common languages or ontologies are required.

We would like, in the following, to outline a solution to the meaning negotiation problem that
overcomes these problems.

2.7

Negotiation approaches: bargaining and argumentation

In order for agents to fulfil their objectives, they need to interact. Different types of interaction
mechanisms exist in the literature, such as coordination (in which agents arrange their individual
activities in a coherent manner), collaboration (in which agents work together to achieve a common
objective), and so on. One such interaction that is gaining increasing prominence in the agent
community is Negotiation. Negotiation has been extensively studied by the agent community (see
[Wooldridge, 2002] for more details), as a way to enable cooperation among agents. Loosely
speaking, cooperation is the process by which computational agents choose to work together in
order to achieve a common goal or to solve a common problem. Agents can be more or less
KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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cooperative, and Franklin [Franklin and Graesser, 1997] provides a characterisation of multi-agent
system that is based on the level of cooperation or independence exhibited by the agents. Figure
illustrates this categorisation, where the classification is based on the extent of the intention to
cooperate and on the presence of shared goals.
Multi-agent Systems

Independent

Discrete

Cooperative

Emergent
Cooperation

Communicative

Deliberative

Non Communicative

Negotiating

Figure 2.4: A classification of the types of agents
Franklin distinguishes between two types of cooperation: deliberation and negotiation depending on the intent involved in the communication. In more detail, in deliberative systems
cooperation is achieved because agents jointly plan the actions to perform in order to achieve a
common goal. Negotiating systems are systems where agents can compete with each other, to
some extent. In other words, we can see negotiation as an economic approach, that is used in order
to allocate some scarce resource, that is perceived to be valuable to one or more agents. In particular, we denote with bargaining a negotiation process that takes place between two agents only,
that is the process by which two agents attempt to reach agreement on how to divide the benefits
of their cooperation. It typically takes place in a series of negotiation steps, where each side puts
forward a proposal. Much of the work on bargaining is based on game theory, and, although this
approach has produced significant results, it assumes a number of limiting assumptions concerning
the agents knowledge and utility functions, mainly related to how agents can influence one another
in order to reach agreement, and how new issues can be introduced into an open negotiation.
Indeed, often agents have no authority over one another, and therefore the only possible way
they have to influence the behaviour of their peers is to persuade them to act in a certain way.
Persuading another agent usually consists of one agent convincing a second agent that the proposed
course of action is consistent with the agent’s goal, and that it might possibly be beneficial to
the second agent. If the second agent disagrees it might be challenged to change its beliefs and
preferences through some form of “justification" (argument) that might support or challenge a
proposal. This is the object of argumentation-based negotiation[Sierra et al., 1998].
In this deliverable we take the view that agents (be they software components, services, or
human) need to reach an agreement on the terminology they need to use in order to communicate,
and the process of forming consensus must be dynamic, and flexible. For this reason we choose to
follow an argumentation-based approach for negotiating on meaning. Argumentation is inherently
qualitative, and therefore better suited to reach agreements on the meaning of certain concepts in
an ontology. Bargaining based approaches are more inherently more quantitative, as they are based
on the evaluation of the utility for some agent of a certain proposal. The choice of an argumentation
framework over a game theoretic one still allows us to model the notions of gain and loss that are
usually expressed by an increase or decrease of the agent utility. Agents are self-interested and by
KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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favouring a certain type of mapping over another an agent expresses its preferences on the possible
course of actions, without having to disclose their utility functions.
In proposing an argumentation framework for meaning negotiation, we follow the structure
of the proposal by Sierra and colleagues [Sierra et al., 1998] and we outline the components of a
formal model for the process of argumentation-based negotiation which can ultimately be used to
negotiate in terms of possible alignments. We therefore concentrate on the social aspects of the
negotiation process. We define a model that allows agents to make different types of arguments in
support of their proposals, and we indicate how these arguments can be generated and interpreted
by agents.
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Chapter 3

Alignment negotiation protocol
From the example provided in the previous chapter, we identify the need for some service for
providing ontology alignments that can be used by agents. In order to not commit to some agent
architecture, these services will be considered as agents that communicate with other agents in the
usual way.
In this chapter we present an alignment negotiation protocol (ANP) allowing agents to take
advantage of web resources in order to find alignment between ontologies. The next chapter will
consider the actual negotiation between agents.
This protocol does not take any decision on whether the alignments are stored for reuse or if
they are computed on the fly. This allows to deal in the same way with alignments which have
been designed statically by hand and alignments that are generated for the current case.
ANP is designed to be used whenever an agent needs it: when the agent receives a message to
be understood he can start an alignment negotiation session and later resume the initial dialogue.
The protocol uses the agent technology for exchanging messages (namely FIPA ACL). The protocol is described in some ad hoc manner that is easy to understand and can be directly transformed
into some program ([Pecheur, 1997]).
ANP revolves around four entities that will be presented below:
Alignment services can be queried to match two ontologies or to translate a message according
to an alignment; they are the main component described in Section 3.2;
Alignment libraries store alignments between ontologies; they will be considered here as special
cases of alignment services;
Alignment protocol defines the way agents can communicate with alignment services; it is decribed in Section 3.4;
Directory of services and library enables the identification of alignment services; we will consider here that agents can use well-known facilities such as FIPA Directory Facilitator or
UDDI [Clement et al., 2005].

3.1

What’s in an agent

The protocol imposes very few constraints on the agents. Indeed, one agent can receive a message
that cannot be understood because it is expressed in an ontology O and the agent feels that it would
be able to understand it in ontology O′ . If the agent is able to find some alignment service S and
to process the protocol, then it can have the message translated by the alignment service.
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The additional constraint is that the agent is able to keep track of the dialogue corresponding
to this protocol (this is very often omitted in multi-agent protocols, although very important if one
needs to follow several dialogues at once). For that purpose, we use message identifiers.
Of course, any specially designed agent will be able to take more advantage of the protocol.
This is the case if the agent can:
– record the surrogates for alignments that are returned by the alignment service;
– record the alignments themselves;
– record and process the programs used for translating messages or bridge axioms.
The agent can also produce by itself some alignment and ask the alignment service to store it.

3.2

Alignment API and alignment service

The alignment negotiation protocol is based on the existence of particular agents that are called
Alignment services. These agents are able to perform a number of alignment tasks and offer them
to the other agents. These tasks are summarised in Table 3.1.
Service
Finding a similar ontology
Align two ontologies
Thresholding
Generating code
Translating a message
Storing alignment
Suppressing alignment
Finding (stored) alignments
Retrieving alignment:

Syntax
O′ ⇐ M atch(O, T )
A′ ⇐ Align(O, O′ , A, P )
A′ ⇐ T hreshold(A, V )
P ⇐ Render(A, language)
m′ ⇐ T ranslate(m, A)
n ⇐ Store(A, O, O′ )
Delete(n)
n ⇐ F ind(O, O′ )
hO, O′ , Ai ⇐ Retrieve(n)

Table 3.1: Servives provided by the alignment service
Most of these services correspond to what is provided by any implementation of the Alignment
API [Euzenat, 2004]. In addition, the services must be able to test two predicates reachable(O)
and conf orm(P ) which respectively check if some ontology is reachable to the service and if a
set of parameters is well-formed.
Alignment services must embed some structure that allows them to deliver adequately the
offered services. These structures are presented in Table 3.2. They are the set of alignments stored
in the service and indexed by the pair of ontologies (O, O′ ). Storing them has several purposes:
– being able to exchange only surrogates (identifiers) of the alignments instead of the whole
alignments between agents;
– being able to reuse the alignment with several agents.
In fact the characteristics of each alignment (whether they are made by hand or by some particular algorithms for instance) are stored within the alignment. These alignments are indexed by
ontology pairs and by surrogates allowing fast retrieving. To one surrogate corresponds only one
alignment while for an ontology pair, there can be several such alignments.
KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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Alignment services also know the set of languages in which they are able to deliver the alignments (these correspond to the renderers of the Alignment API).
Name

Content

Description

M

hO, O′ , Ai

L

l

Triples connecting two ontologies
and their alignment
Set of supported export languages

Status
any agent
O

alignment service
M
M

Table 3.2: Data structures available in the alignment service (O=optional, M=mandatory)
Additional data structures can be embedded by the alignment service in case it wants to subcontract part of its work to other alignment servers. This is described in section 3.4.3.

3.3

Performatives

Alignment services and other agents will exchange messages in order to reach a satisfying alignment between two ontologies. For that purpose, they will exclusively use classical FIPA performatives as described in Table 3.3.
performative
request
inform
query-if
failure

How used in the protocol
Sender asks receiver to perform some action.
Answer to some query.
Sender asks receiver to evaluate some query in some context.
Sender notifies the failure of an action attempt.

Table 3.3: FIPA performatives used in the protocol.
Most of the time, these performatives will carry more precise messages expressed in what we
call ’pseudo-performatives’ (they are not performatives because they do not occur at the first level
of a message but they are used to refine the meaning of a performative). Their meaning is defined
in Table 3.4. They are expressed in this protocol language (ANP language).

3.4

Protocol definition

So far, we have described what structure and functions are available from alignment services and
what messages they can send. The protocol specifies which message it is appropriate to send in
response to some incoming message and in some situation.
The protocol is defined by a set of rules, as below:

(rulename)

KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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Pseudo-performative
align(O, O′ , n, P )
render(n, l)
translate(m, n)
f ind(O, T )
is − align(O, O′ )
unreachable(O)
unknown(n)
nonconf orm(P )
nomatch(O)
unsupported(l)

Meaning
Sender asks to perform/return some ontology matching/alignment.
Sender asks to return some translation program.
Senter asks to translate message m in function of the alignment identified by n.
Sender asks to find an ontology (similar to another one).
Sender asks if there exists an alignment between O and O′ .
Ontology O is not reachable (network connectivity, access rights).
No alignment is identified by n
The set of parameters (P ) is non conform
No ontology matching ontology O has been found
Rendering in format (l) is not supported

Table 3.4: Extra pseudo-performatives embedded in the FIPA performatives (ANP language).
This rule stipulates that when receiving a message (m) an agent or service (S) can check some
conditions (O 6∈ M ) and, if they succeed, will perform the stipulated set of actions. These actions
can be using the available operations (for services), including matching ontologies and storing the
result (M ⇐ M ∪ {O}), or sending messages (S − m′ → a).
All the rules respect the implicit contracts of answering messages with an :reply-with by the
corresponding :in-reply-to and preserve the :protocol and and :conversation-id features. The content of all request and failure messages are written in the ANP :language depicted in Table 3.4,
:protocol field is ANP and there are no :ontology nor :encoding.
Such rules can easily be translated in AUML but we find them easier to express this way.

3.4.1 Alignment services
The main function of the alignment service is to match two ontologies. It is invoked with the align
request. The rule align-success defines what happens in such a case: the service checks that it can
reach the ontologies, aligns them, stores the resulting alignment and sends back a surrogate for
this alignment to the first agent.

(align-success)

¬F ind(O, O′ , n, P )∧
a − request(align(O, O′ , n, P )) → S
reachable(O) ∧ reachable(O′ )∧
hO, O′ , Ai ⇐ Retrieve(n)
conf orm(P ) ∧ Retrieve(n) 6= ∅
A′ ⇐ Align(O, O′ , A, P )
n′ ⇐ Store(O, O′ , A′ )
S − inf orm(n′ ) → a

If some alignment is, however, stored in the service library, this service will directly get it and
send it back to the agent:

(align-library)

KWEB/2004/D2.3.7/v1.0
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Of course, based on some parameters, the alignment service can forward the task to some other
alignment service (it can also be an alignment service broker that asks other services to align the
ontologies and aggregates the results). This will be described in Section 3.4.3
The align-unreachable, align-unknown or align-nonconform rules define what happens when
one of the ontologies is not reachable from the alignment service, when the initial alignment is
unknown, or when the parameters required by the alignment method are not conform (for instance,
if the agent asks to produce the alignment with some particular algorithm that is not available on
the service).

(align-unreachable)

a − request(align(O, O′ , n, P )) → S
¬reachable(O)
S − f ailure(unreachable(O)) → a

(align-unreachable)

a − request(align(O, O′ , n, P )) → S
¬reachable(O′ )
S − f ailure(unreachable(O′ )) → a

(align-unknown)

a − request(align(O, O′ , n, P )) → S
¬Retrieve(n)
S − f ailure(unknown(n)) → a

a − request(align(O, O′ , n, P )) → S
¬conf orm(P )
S − f ailure(nonconf orm(P )) → a

(align-nonconform)

3.4.2 Search services
Alignment services can also be used for finding an ontology similar to another one. As a matter
of fact, computing alignments often amounts to computing a distance between the elements of an
ontology. This service can be invoked through the find performative. It can be quite useful when
some ontology is not reachable from some alignment service and another service can provide a
closer ontology. When invoked in this way the alignment service will return an ontology close to
the initial one.

(search-success)

a − request(f ind(O, T )) → S
reachable(O) ∧ M atch(O, T ) 6= ∅
O′ ⇐ M atch(O, T )
S − inf orm(O′ ) → a

If the service does not find some reasonably similar ontology, it will report this failure:

(search-void)

a − request(f ind(O, T )) → S
reachable(O) ∧ M atch(O, T ) = ∅
S − f ailure(nomatch) → a
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Of course, this invocation can fail if the ontology is not reachable from the service.

(search-unreachable)

a − request(f ind(O, T )) → S
¬reachable(O)
S − f ailure(unreachable(O)) → a

It is possible to query the service for the availability of some alignment on two ontologies. The
service will answer with the alignment surrogate if available (rule query-align-success) or with an
error message (rule query-align-empty).
(query-align-success)
a − query − if (is − align(O, O′ )) → S
F ind(O, O′ , _, _) 6= ∅∧
reachable(O) ∧ reachable(O′ )
n ⇐ F ind(O, O′ , _, _)
S − inf orm(n) → a

(query-align-empty)
a − query − if (is − align(O, O′ )) → S
F ind(O, O′ , _, _) = ∅∧
reachable(O) ∧ reachable(O′ )
S − f ailure(nomatch) → a
As previously, the service will report a failure when the ontologies are out of its reach:

(query-align-unreachable)

a − query − if (is − align(O, O′ )) → S
¬reachable(O)
S − f ailure(unreachable(O)) → a

(query-align-unreachable)

a − query − if (is − align(O, O′ )) → S
¬reachable(O′ )
S − f ailure(unreachable(O′ )) → a

Some agent – or another alignment service – can also ask the alignment service to store an
alignment of its own (or communicated by some other agent):
(store-alignment)

a − request(store(O, O′ , A)) → S
n ⇐ Store(O, O′ , A)
S − inf orm(n) → a

3.4.3 Subcontracting
Alignment services communicating with each other need to be able to locate other services (this
can be achieved through some data structure or better through some directory service like UDDI)
and to be able to record the queries they receive because message answering will become asynchronous.
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Name
Q
R
C

Content
hs, i, i′ , q, S ′ i
hs, n, n′ , S ′ i
querytype → {S ′ }

Description
s − q(i) → S has been forwarded to S ′ with message surrogate i′
ontology surrogate n for agent s corresponds to surrogate s′ for S ′
services S ′ have the capability to answer given query types

Table 3.5: Additional data structures available for subcontracting queries (all are optional for
normal operation)
This mandates to store the queries and their origins as well as surrogate rewriting.
In order to deal with subcontracting of queries, the services find (in Q) another service supposed to handle the query and forward the query to this service with a fresh message identifier.
Agents only use redirection when they cannot answer the query themselves. This is controlled by
setting C(q) to the empty set for the queries that must not be forwarded. Moreover, in order to
render the result more deterministic, each failure sending rule must ensure that redirection is not
possible by adding a C(q) = ∅ clause.
For surrogate rewriting, the function R(·) and R−1 (·) use the structure R to replace the surrogates in query arguments. The ! operator generates a new surrorgate and the surr(·) function
indicates if some content is a surrogate.
The first rule redirects some request that the service cannot handle to another service that can.

(redirect)

a − request(q(x) reply − with : i) → S
S ′ ∈ C(q)
Q ⇐ Q ∪ {ha, i, !i′ , q(x), S ′ i}
S − request(q(R(x)) reply − with : i′ ) → S ′

Another such rule deals with the query-if queries of the protocol.
The return of these queries is simply handled by forwarding the result to the initial issuer of
the query.

(handle-return)

S ′ − inf orm(y reply − to : i′ ) → S
ha, i, i′ ,, S ′ i ∈ Q, ¬surr(y)
Q ⇐ Q − {ha, i, i′ ,, S ′ i}
S − inf orm(R−1 (y) reply − to : i) → a

But in case the answer is a new surrogate identifying some alignments, this surrogate is stored
in R and a new local surrogate is generated.

(handle-return)

S ′ − inf orm(y reply − to : i′ ) → S
ha, i, i′ ,, S ′ i ∈ Q, surr(y)
Q ⇐ Q − {ha, i, i′ ,, S ′ i}
R ⇐ R ∪ {ha, !y ′ , y, S ′ i}
S − inf orm(R−1 (y) reply − to : i) → a

This applies to the forwarding of the failures as well.
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(failure-return)

S ′ − f ailure(y reply − to : i′ ) → S
ha, i, i′ ,, S ′ i ∈ Q
Q ⇐ Q − {ha, i, i′ ,, S ′ i}
S − f ailure(R−1 (y) reply − to : i) → a

We assume that the services obey this protocol and thus do not generate inf orm and f ailure
messages that do not correspond to some previous query in Q.

3.4.4 Translation services
Alignments can be directly used from the service instead of being used within the agent. The
agent can ask for the service to translate some message from one ontology to the other and get the
translated message back (rule translate-success).
a − request(translate(M, n)) → S
Retrieve(n) 6= ∅
hO, O′ , Ai ⇐ Retrieve(n)
m′ ⇐ T ranslate(m, A)
S − inf orm(m′ ) → a

(translate-success)

This can fail if the servive does not know the required alignment:
a − request(translate(M, n)) → S
Retrieve(n) = ∅
S − f ailure(unknown(n)) → a

(translate-unknown)

3.4.5 Export alignment
Instead of directly translating a message, it is possible to retrieve the alignment itself in its external
format (RDF) or in some directly usable format. Such a format can be a translation programme
(in XSLT for instance), a set of logic formulas (axioms asserting the correspondences in the alignments), or some set of rules that can be used for importing the content of a message (in SWRL,
C-OWL or other formalisms). The agent will use the render performative with, as arguments,
the surrogate of some alignment and the language in which the agent wants the alignment. The
get-processor-success rule takes care of this.

(get-processor-success)

a − request(render(n, l)) → S
l ∈ L ∧ Retrieve(n) 6= ∅
hO, O′ , Ai ⇐ Retrieve(n)
P ⇐ Render(A, l)
S − inf orm(P language : l) → a

Of course this action can fail if the alignment is unknown (rule get-processor-unknown) or if
the language is not suppported (rule get-processor-failure).
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a − request(render(n, l)) → S
Retrieve(n) = ∅
S − f ailure(unknown(n)) → a

(get-processor-unknown)

a − request(render(n, l)) → S
l 6∈ L
S − f ailure(unsupported(l)) → a

(get-processor-failure)

3.4.6 Initialising dialogue
Here are all the messages that can initiate the dialogue within the protocol (i.e., which do not need
a previous message):
a − request(align(O, O′ , n, P )) → S
a − request(f ind(O, T )) → S
a − query − if (is − align(O, O′ )) → S
a − request(store(O, O′ , A)) → S
a − request(translate(M, n)) → S
a − request(render(n, l)) → S

3.5

Example

We provide below a complete example of the use of this protocol.

3.5.1 Agents
The scenario presented here involves four agents: two agents a and b are communicating but agent
a uses ontology O while agent b uses O′ . b will call two alignment services c and d, with c being
a powerful aligner with a restricted access to environment of b (it cannot access O′ ) and d having
a broader access.

3.5.2 Dialogue
// Agent a is looking for a book and asks agent b
a−query-ref( :ontology O
:language RDQL
:content "SELECT x WHERE x O:autobiography http://www.bertrandrussell.com"
:reply-with 1 )→ b
// Agent b does not understand ontology O and asks service c to align it with O′
b−request( :content align(O,O′ ,∅,∅) :reply-with 1 )→ c
// Service c cannot reach ontology O′
b ←failure( :in-reply-to 1 :content unreachable(O′ ) )−c
(align-unreachable)
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// Agent b asks d to find a similar ontology
b−request( :content find(O′ ,m) :reply-with 2 )→ d
O′′ ⇐Match(O′ ,T )
// Service d found O′′
b ←inform( :in-reply-to 2, :content O′′ )−d
(search-success)
// Agent b asks service d to align O′ with O′′
b−request( :content is-align(O′ ,O′′ ) :reply-with 3 )→ d
s ⇐ Find(O′ ,O′′ ,∅,∅)
// Service d had already stored such an alignment and returns it
b ←inform( :in-reply-to 3, :content s′ )−d
(align-library)
// Agent b asks service c to align O with O′′
b−request( :content align(O,O′′ ,∅,∅) :reply-with 4 )→ c
A ⇐ Align( O,O′′ ,∅,∅ )
s ⇐ Store( O,O′′ , A )
// Service c computes the alignment
b ←inform( :in-reply-to 4, :content s )−c
(align-success)
// Agent b asks service c to translate the message with the found alignment
b−request( :content translate( m, s ) :reply-with 5 )→ c
hO, O′′ , Ai ⇐ Retrieve(s)
m ⇐ Translate( m, A )
b ←inform( :in-reply-to 5
(translate-success)
:content "SELECT x
WHERE x O′ :biography http://www.bertrandrussell.com.
x O′ :author http://www.bertrandrussell.com.")−c
// Agent b asks service d to translate the result with the O′ to O′′ alignment
b−request( :content translate( m′ , s′ ) :reply-with 6 )→ d
hO′ , O′′ , A′ i ⇐ Retrieve(s′ )
m′′ ⇐ Translate( m′ , A′ )
b ←inform( :in-reply-to 6
(translate-success)
:content "SELECT x
WHERE x rdf:type O′ :biografia.
x dc:subject http://www.bertrandrussell.com.
x dc:creator http://www.bertrandrussell.com.")−d
// The returned query is evaluated by agent b
QueryResult(m′′ ) ⇒ x=http://isbn.org/2-436-4428-1
// which returns the answer to agent a
a ←reply-ref( :content "x=http://isbn.org/2-436-4428-1" :in-reply-to 1 )−b
// a is satisfied and wants to know the publisher of the book
a−request-ref( :content "http://isbn.org/2-436-4428-1 O:publisher x" :reply-with 2)→ b
// b had not recorded the alignment surrogate and asks it to c
b−request( :content align(O,O”,∅,∅) :reply-with 7)→ c
// which only has to retrieve it from its store
s ⇐ Find(O,O”,∅,∅)
b ←inform( :content s :in-reply-to 7 )−c
(query-align-success)
// b asks c for a mapping program in order to translate the messages by itself
b−request( :content render( s, C-OWL ) :reply-with 8)→ c
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// but c cannot deliver this format
b ←failure( :content unsupported(C-OWL) :in-reply-to 8)−c
(get-processor-failure)
// so b asks for another one
b−request( :content render( s, XSLT ) :reply-with 9)→ c
hO, O′′ , Ai ⇐ Retrieve(s)
P ⇐ Render( A, XSLT )
b ←inform( :content P :language XSLT :in-reply-to 9)−c
(get-processor-success)
// which is delivered and used by b to translate the message
m′ ⇐ P (m)
// The translation goes once again through d
b−request( :content translate( m′ , s′ ) :reply-with 10 )→ d
hO′ , O′′ , A′ i ⇐ Retrieve(s′ )
m′′ ⇐ Translate( m′ , A′ )
b ←inform( :in-reply-to 10
(translate-success)
:content "SELECT x
WHERE http://isbn.org/2-436-4428-1 dc:publisher x")−d
// and the query is processed by b
QueryResult(m′′ ) ⇒ "x=http://www.example.com/#Routledge"
// which returns the result
a ←reply-ref( :content "x=http://www.example.com/#Routledge" :in-reply-to 2 )−b

3.6

Protocol properties

The protocol is very simple and all its power comes from the alignment API and associated algorithms. There are however a few properties that can be exhibited.
Proposition 1 (Exhaustivity). The protocol is exhaustive: for each received message by an agent,
there is at least one rule to trigger.
Proof. By enumeration of the conditions of each rules.
However, the dual property of exclusivity (that there is only one rule for each case that triggers)
is not true: the protocol is non deterministic because if there are many failures, it can trigger any
of the failure rules. It can be made deterministic however, by strictly ordering the activation of
these rules.
Another interesting property is that of unicity of the result. This is not guaranteed due to the
alignment algorithms which have no way to choose between two equally good alignments.
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Chapter 4

Argumentation framework
So far, we have only provided the opportunity for agents to obtain an alignment, and to use this
alignment in order to understand messages. We can as well assume that agents are able to generate
such an alignment using an independently defined decision-making process. There is a salient
difference between the work on alignment, that deals with how to find an alignment, and the
work done here in multi-agent systems, dealing with how to share such an alignment. What is
considered in this context is not the internal beliefs or decision making process, but the external
commitments of an agent towards some correspondences.
However, such alignments may not be satisfactory for both parties. So, in order to communicate, agents can enter a negotiation and try to find a common alignment. In order to carry out this
negotiation, agents can use argumentation: agents argue on the selection or rejection of a particular correspondence in the framework of some alignment [Rahwan et al., 2004; Reed and Norman,
2004]. Argumentation about correspondences and properly negotiating them requires that agents
are able to exchange arguments in favour or against particular correspondences when challenged.
Here the goal of the process is obviously not that agents adopt a common ontology, but that they
commit to a particular set of correspondences between their heterogeneous ontologies.
Accomplishing this task requires:
– arguments and, in particular, arguments relevant to alignments (§4.1),
– argumentation performatives enabling the expression of the will to challenge and justify
arguments, and a protocol for arguing (§4.2) - which states not only how to propose arguments and what is an appropriate reply to some utterance, but also what to do when some
agreement is reached,
– and finally a logic, or any other means, for evaluating arguments and selecting the whole
alignment on the basis of this evaluation (§4.3).
Fortunately, for each of these requirements, there are results that can be adapted to the negotiation of alignments.
It is noteworthy, that [Reed and Norman, 2004] mentions common ontology as a prerequisite
for argumentation. Since we use argumentation for finding this common ontology, it is clear that
this is not a prerequisite (as long as the argumentation does not apply to the content).
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4.1

Arguments

A priori, any logical formula can be an argument for or against another one (see §4.3). However,
in the specific application of negotiating ontology alignments, we can have a more specific argument language than just resorting to any logic language. The general arguments for accepting or
rejecting some correspondences are well known since they are the basis of matching algorithms.
In this section, we consider these arguments and their relations with proposed correspondences.

4.1.1 Types of arguments
There can be many arguments for accepting or rejecting some correspondence. A rough classification is the following:
semantic (M): the sets of models of some expressions do or do not compare;
internal structural (I): the two entities share more or less internal structure (e.g., the value range
or cardinality of their attributes);
external structural (S): the set of relations of two entities with other entities do or do not compare;
terminological (T)): two names of entities share more or less lexical features;
extensional (E): the sets of instances of two entities do or do not compare.
Let’s take an example: We start with two ontologies O and O′ , here in description logics but
this is easily expressed in OWL:
O = {M icro − company = Company ⊓ ≤5 employee}
O′ = {SM E = F irm ⊓ ≤10 associate}
in addition to which the following initial alignment is given:
A = {hCompany, F irm, =, .89i,hassociate, employee, ⊑, 1.0i}
The system has to judge the following statement:
γ = hmicro − company, SM E, ⊑, .97i
One agent can argue in favour of γ:
a1 that the alignment plus the two ontologies entail the correspondence (semantic);
a2 that all the known micro-companies on one side are SME on the other side (and not vice versa);
(extensional);
or it can argue against it:
a3 that the two names micro-companies and SME are not alike by any string distance, and they
are not synonyms in WordNet (terminological);
a4 that the only features they share are associate and employee and they have different domains
and cardinalities (structural).
These are basically the same kind of arguments that are used for justifying alignment algorithms. In fact, this is relatively natural. They are easier to be used as arguments than for alignments because one has just to find the argument for one pair of entities while alignments are
obtained globally.
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4.1.2 Arguments in some OWL correspondences
As can be seen from the previous example, the type of argument depends on the correspondence
and especially on the type of entities (properties, concepts, etc.) and the relation considered by
the correspondence. We will provide below a list of arguments for or against correspondences
between OWL entities.
For example, given a correspondence described as he, e′ , ≡, ni, where e and e′ are classes, the
list of arguments in favour may be:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

their labels are similar (terminology)
their identifiers are similar (terminology)
their instances are similar (extensional)
a low/high fraction of their instances are similar (extensional)
their properties are similar (internal structural)
their sub-concepts are similar (external structural)
their super-concepts are similar (external structural)
their siblings (i.e. children of parents) are similar (external structural)
the alignment plus the two ontologies entails the correspondence (semantic)

Given a correspondence described as he, e′ , ≡, ni, where e and e′ are properties, the list of arguments in favour may be:
–
–
–
–
–
–

their labels are similar (terminology)
their identifiers are similar (terminology)
the instances connected by two properties are the same (extensional)
their sub-properties are similar (external structural)
their super-properties are similar (external structural)
their domain and range are the same (internal structural)

Given a correspondence described as he, e′ , ≡, ni, where e and e′ are individuals, the list of
arguments in favour may be:
–
–
–
–

their labels are similar (terminology)
their identifiers are similar (terminology)
their parent concepts are similar (structural)
the properties that link the two individuals are the same (structural)

Table 4.1 summarizes a number of arguments and the correspondences in OWL they can support or attack. These can be used in causal arguments. However, other arguments may be used in
particular situations. These can be general arguments like ’I prefer to have this correspondence’
(an authority argument) which can be used without specificity with regard to the alignments. On
the contrary, in a particular context, an agent may want to use a particular general formula for
justifying a particular correspondence. This is however application dependent and cannot be investigated generally here.

4.1.3 Preference arguments
Preference arguments are often useful, particularly when one wants to argue that one correspondence is better than another one. It should be based on the simple comparison of homogeneous
criteria.
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For instance, it can be argued, on an extensional basis that one class is better than another for
matching a particular third class because it shares more instances with this last one:
pref er(E(c) ∩ E(c′ ) ⊆ E(c) ∩ E(c′′ ), hc, c′ , ≡, 1.0i, hc, c′′ , ≡, 1.0i)
In fact, any of the arguments above can be turned into a preferential argument which compares
the similarity of the considered feature.

4.1.4 Global arguments
There are arguments that do not apply to one correspondence but to an alignment as a whole.
These arguments occur, for instance when one has some (similarity) measure between the entities
to align and an optimization criterion applying to the alignment as a whole. This is the case of
global similariy
For instance, imagine that the similarity matrix between the elements of one ontology O =
{c1 , c2 } and another one O′ = {c′1 , c′2 } is :


9 7
6 1
based on this, the agent could argue in favour of hc1 , c′1 , =, 1.i because it has the highest similarity.
However, a counter argument is that in case of a 1:1 alignment, this choice does not yield an
optimal global similarity because it will constrain the choice of hc2 , c′2 , =, 1.i yielding a global
similariy of 10, while the other choice {hc1 , c′2 , =, 1.i, hc2 , c′1 , =, 1.i} provides a similarity of 13.

4.2

Alignment argumentation protocol

Arguments are used for negotiating the correspondences that must be part of the alignments. In the
typical agent way, arguments are exchanged within a well defined protocol. The protocol specifies
how negotiation should take place, including the flow of messages to be used. This includes the
interaction protocol as well as other rules of the dialogue.
In this section, we further define the protocol as an instance of the framework of [McBurney
and Parsons, 2004]. We first introduce the various performatives that have been defined for exchanging arguments (§4.2.1) then we define the principles along which a dialogue should unfold
(§4.2.2) before providing the precise specification of the protocol rules (§4.2.3).

4.2.1 Meaning argumentation performatives
Agents need to be able to express that they argue against or in favour of some statement. This can
be understood independently from the statement and the argument and is thus a good candidate
speech act.
Just as action negotiation has been built into the FIPA ACL, there are good reasons for introducing argumentation performatives. [McBurney and Parsons, 2004] recently introduced such
an extension that will be presented here. It is based on a propositional content language K from
which the set A of arguments is taken. An argument a can support some assertion k (noted a ⊢+ k)
or attack it (a ⊢− k). The new performatives are the following:
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assert(k) the sender asserts a statement k ∈ K. This means that the sender is committed to argue
in favour of it, providing a justification for k if required subsequently by another participant.
retract(k) the sender who had uttered assert(k) or justif y(a, k) can withdraw this statement
with the performative retract(k) or retract(a ⊢+ k), respectively. This removes the earlier
obligation on sender to justify k or a if questioned or challenged.
question(k) the sender asks the receiver to justify k (which the receiver is supposed to be committed to). The sender is not obliged to justify the question utterance.
challenge(k) the sender asks the receiver to justify k. In contrast to a question, with this locution,
the sender is obligated to provide a justification for not asserting k, for example an argument
against k, if questioned or challenged.
justif y(a, k) the sender justifies k by argument a ∈ A (i.e., a ⊢+ k or a ⊢− k). The performative justif y(a ⊢+ k, k) and justif y(a ⊢− k, k) is similarly defined.
The performative assert(.) forms the basis of argument. The set of performatives is relatively
limited even with regard to the set of objects and relations that can be defined in the simple IBIS
system. But it will be sufficient for our purposes.
It is noteworthy that with the arguments being part of the content language, it is not necessary
to have specific performatives for justifications supporting or attacking other justifications. For
our purpose, we distinguish between supporting arguments and attacking arguments, introducing
two shorthands:
support(a, k) ≡ justif y(a ⊢+ k, k)
and
contest(a, k) ≡ justif y(a ⊢− k, k)
In the context of alignment negotiation, we will distinguish between the language of arguments
which will be defined in the next section and the propositional language which is initially restricted
to correspondences as they have been defined in Section 2.2. However, in order to counter arguments, it is necessary to add all of the argument language A to the propositional language (so that
we finally have A ⊆ K).
Moreover, in order to introduce preferences between correspondences and argue for or against
them, we add some specific performatives that could be rewritten in a stronger propositional language as follows:
pref er(a, k, k′ ) ≡ justif y(a ⊢+ k < k ′ , k < k ′ )
In summary, negotiation is achieved through the exchange of a particular proposition using a
shared communication language like FIPA ACL extended with the proposed performatives (summarized in Table 4.2).

4.2.2 Outline of argument dialogues
We assume that the dialogues take place between two agents, and that agents interact using the
argumentation performatives. A dialogue is initiated by an agent who proposes an alignment and
each correspondence it contains. So agent a will start by asserting some correspondence:
a − assert(k) → b
or some alignment:
a − assert(A) → b
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meaning that agent a is committed to support alignment A (and each correspondence it contains).
against any attack which might came from the other agent. Of course, this agent may have retracted
correspondences that it does not support from some alignment. When making use of the alignment,
the agent is committed to use only those correspondences that it has asserted and not retracted.
If the other party does not agree with some correspondence k, the assert can be challenged
(challenge(k)) or questioned (question(k)). A challenge or a question can be replied to with
an argument a (support(a, k)). In the challenge case, support must be replied with an argument
for not asserting k (contest(a, k)). Such counter arguments can be responded to as any other
argument. Contests can be responded to by retracting the challenged proposition (retract(k)).
Therefore, a dialogue resembles a game, in which the players successively make moves according to the protocol, by introducing arguments.
An utterance of some performative by one agent may cause an update of its commitment
store. The commitment store of an agent is the set of formulas the agent is committed to endorse
according to its utterances, during the dialogue. For instance, the fact that agent a has expressed
assert(A), resulted in storing all the correspondences of A in its commitment store and all other
agents knowing that a is bound to follow these correspondences. Since agents have to exchange
two kinds of information – knowledge and preferences – the commitment stores will have two
parts: CS.Kb, will contain knowledge and CS.P ref , will contain preference (CS = CS.Kb ∪
CS.P ref ).
Once performed, these dialogue moves are added via commitment stores to the agents background knowledge, that is,we assume that all these moves are perfectly perceived by all the agents.
We specify all the dialogue moves that may be legal in some circumstances, namely the possible legal follow-ups after a dialogue move a − p(S) → b, where p is one of the performatives
presented in 4.2.1, a and b are, respectively, the sender and the receiver of the performative, and
S is the content of the performative. a makes the argument we are interested in and its defenders and b makes the counter-arguments or defeaters. A dialogue can be viewed as a sequence of
speech-acts made by agents:
Definition 1. An argument dialogue between two agents a and b is a nonempty sequence of dialogue moves p1 , . . . , pn such that:
– ∀i ≥ 0 if pi is uttered by agent a (resp. b), then pi+1 (if any) is uttered by agent b (resp. a);
– CS0 (a) = ∅ and CS0 (b) = ∅. The commitment stores CS are empty at step 0;
– For any pi , pj , if i 6= j then Si 6= Sj , where Si and Sj are, respectively, the subjects of the
moves pi and pj .
By the first condition, agents utter alternately in a dialogue. The second condition says that
the commitment stores are empty at the beginning of the dialogue. The last condition prevents,
for example, that an agent repeatedly asks the same question. The set of dialogue moves (or
performatives) and the protocol together will define the set of legal moves available to an agent at
any time. With this background, we can present the set of dialogue moves that we will use.
This is the classical definition of a dialogue. Paolo Bouquet remarked the second condition
was desirable in practice if agents have commitments from other dialogue or other sources. This is
a reasonable assumption that we can endorse (one of the reasons for having the commitment store
empty is to be able, for instance, to retract only commitments from the current dialogue).
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4.2.3 Argument dialogue moves
For each move, we give what we call rationality rules and update rules. These are based on the
rules suggested by [Maudet and Evrard, 1998]. In particular, we will describe for each move how
the move updates the commitment stores (the update rules), the legal next steps for the other agent
(the dialogue rules) and the rationality rules as the precondition for a move.
We suppose that agent a addresses a move to agent b. The dialogue moves are the following:
assert(k) where k ∈ K. Initially it is restricted to an alignment and their correspondences.
rationality: Check if there is an acceptable argument for the statement k.
dialogue: the other agent can respond with:
1. question(k)
2. challenge(k)
update: CS.Kbi (a) = CS.Kb(a)i−1 ∪ {k} and CS.Kbi (b) = CS.Kb(b)i−1
question(k) where k ∈ K
rationality: There is no rationality condition.
dialogue: the other agent can only respond with support(x, k) and contest(x, k) where x is the
argument supporting or attacking k.
update: CS.Kbi (a) = CS.Kbi−1 (a) and CS.Kbi (b) = CS.Kbi−1 (b)
challenge(k) where k ∈ K
rationality: Check if there is an acceptable argument for the statement ¬k.
dialogue: the other agent can only respond with support(x, k) and contest(x, k) where x is the
argument supporting or attacking k.
update: CS.Kbi (a) = CS.Kbi−1 (a) and CS.Kbi (b) = CS.Kbi−1 (b)
support(a, k) where k ∈ K and x is the argument supporting k
rationality: Check if the related argument is acceptable.
dialogue: the other player can make any move
update: CS.Kbi (a) = CS.Kbi−1 (a) and CS.Kbi (b) = CS.Kbi−1 (b)
contest(x, k) where k ∈ K and x is the argument supporting k
rationality: Check if the related argument is acceptable.
dialogue: the other player can make any move
update: CS.Kbi (a) = CS.Kbi−1 (a) and CS.Kbi (b) = CS.Kbi−1 (b)
retract(k) where k ∈ K
rationality In response to an assertion, check if there is no acceptable argument for k.
dialogue The other player can make any move except retract.
update CS.Kbi (a) = CS.Kbi−1 (a) \ {k} and CS.Kbi (b) = CS.Kbi−1 (b)
prefer(x, k, k’) where k, k′ ∈ K and x is the argument supporting the preference of k over k ′
rationality: the agent checks if the related argument is acceptable.
dialogue the other agent can make any move.
update CS.P refi (a) = CS.P refi−1 (a) ∪ {x} and CS.P refi (b) = CS.P refi−1 (b)
These dialogue moves define precisely what an agent can do with regard to argumentation.
However, most of these moves require to evaluate the arguments before making the move. This is
achieved with the help of an argumentation system as described below.
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4.3

Argumentative logic for evaluating arguments

So far, the framework has only presented the syntactic moves (i.e., the definition of a well-formed
dialogue). In order to behave during the negotiation, agents must be able to evaluate arguments.
We propose below to take advantage of the work on argumentative logic in order to determine
what can be an acceptable argument and when an argument should be accepted.
The logic of argumentation will tell how to choose between the various correspondences in
function of the provided arguments [Amgoud et al., 2000]. In the context of agents, it is very
often built into the protocol itself, like in the persuasion machine [Reed and Norman, 2004]),
which will have an important impact on the way agents use the protocol. However, having it
outside the protocol allows to be able to change one theory for another.

4.3.1 Logic of argumentation
In this section, we recall the basis of the theory of argumentation based on contextual preference
of [Amgoud and Parsons, 2001], which extends the work of Dung in dealing with preferences
between arguments. We assume that the knowledge base is equipped with a (partial or total)
preordering representing the preferences of the agent.
Let L be a propositional language, we denote with Σ ⊆ L the knowledge base of an agent.
An agent is able to consider arguments from different viewpoints called contexts. Let C be the
set of these contexts. Formulas in Σ may be ordered by a preference relation ≪c depending on
the considered context c ∈ C (x ≪c y meaning that y is prefered to x in c). We can define the
argumentation framework as:
Definition 2 (Argumentation system). An argumentation system (AF) is a quadruple hΣ, C, ⊐
, {≪i }i∈C i, where:
–
–
–
–

Σ is the knowledge base;
C is a set of contexts;
⊐ is a preference relation on C × C (c ⊏ c′ meaning that c′ is preferred over c), and
{≪i }i∈C is a set of order relations depending on the contexts in C.

Each agent is equipped with its own argumentation system that it uses in order to evaluate the
arguments that are submitted to it.
We can define the notion of an argument.
Definition 3 (Argument). An argument Arg is a pair Arg = hH, hi where h is a formula of L
and H is a subset of Σ such that:
1. H is consistent;
2. h is a logical consequence of H;
3. H is a minimal subset of Σ, from which h can be inferred.
H and h are called, respectively, the support and the conclusion of Arg. The set of arguments
over a set of formulas Σ is denoted by Arg(Σ).
An argument is attacked if and only if there exists an argument for the negation of an element
of its support. Arg(Σ) will contain arguments which attack each other:
Definition 4 (Attack). Let Arg1 = (H1 , h1 ) and Arg2 = (H2 , h2 ) be two arguments of Arg(Σ),
Arg1 attacks Arg2 iff ∃h ∈ H2 such that h ≡ ¬h1
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The defense relation is defined as a dual relation of attack. Therefore, argumentation is based
on the construction of arguments and counter-arguments, the comparison of these various arguments and finally the selection of the arguments that are considered to be acceptable.
So far, there are some differences between this logical framework and the current state of
alignment negotiation:
– we did not consider supports as sets so far;
– the support for arguments as given before is not strictly based on logical consequence;
– the conclusions of arguments are not logical formulas but correspondences.
However, this can be overcome in the following way:
– support can straightforwardly extended to sets;
– one can use a argumented consequence relation ( ) and Table 4.1 provides exactly such a
relation;
– the notion of an attack can be redefined with the notion of contradictory correspondences
(⊥).
Therefore, we replace the notion of attack with the following definition:
Definition 5 (Correspondence attack). Let Arg1 = (H1 , h1 ) one argument of Arg(Σ) and m =
(e, e′ , R, _) be a correspondence, Arg1 attacks m iff h2 ⊥R(e, e′ ).
One difference from the traditional attack relation is that this one is symmetric. However, by
using this definition of attack, it is possible to take advantage of the usual formulation.
Definition 6 (Preferred argument). Let Arg1 = (H1 , h1 ) and Arg2 = (H2 , h2 ) be two arguments
of Arg(Σ), Arg1 is preferred to Arg2 iff ∃y ∈ H2 such that ∀x ∈ H1 , y ≪ x
An argument defends itself if it is preferred to those arguments which seek to attack it, and
a set of arguments can defend a lone argument by attacking all those arguments which the lone
argument cannot defend itself against:
Definition 7 (Self-defense). Let Arg1 and Arg2 be two arguments of Arg(Σ), such that Arg2
attacks Arg1 then Arg1 defends itself against Arg2 iff:
1. ∃c ∈ C such that Arg1 ≫c Arg2 , and
2. ∀c′ ∈ C such that Arg1 ≪c′ Arg2 then c′ ⊐ c
Otherwise Arg1 does not defend itself against Arg2 .
Definition 8 (Group defense). A set of arguments S defends Arg1 iff ∀Arg2 ∈ Arg(Σ) such that
Arg2 attacks Arg1 and Arg1 does not defend itself against Arg2 then ∃Arg3 ∈ S such that Arg3
attacks Arg2 and Arg2 does not defend itself against Arg3 .
The grounded semantic of AF is defined as the least fixpoint of a function F : Arg(Σ) −→
Arg(Σ) such that:
F (S) = {A ∈ Arg(Σ)|A is defended by S}
Now, we can define the set of acceptable arguments for an argumentation system AF:
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Definition 9 (Acceptable arguments). The set of acceptable arguments for an argumentation system hΣ, C, ⊐, {≪i }i∈C i is:
+∞
[
F i (∅)
i=0

such that :
F (S) = {A ∈ Arg(Σ)|A is defended by S}
An argument is acceptable if it is a member of the acceptable set (which contains all the non
attacked and self defending arguments). If the argument (H, h) is acceptable, we talk of there
being an acceptable argument for h, and we say that the proposition h is acceptable to an agent
that has an acceptable argument for it. An acceptable argument is one which is, in some sense,
proven since all the arguments which might undermine it are themselves undermined.
[Simon Parsons and Wooldridge, 2004] shows that all these elements can be used to construct
argumentation dialogues.

4.3.2 Strategy of a dialogue
Now that we have defined the protocol as the set of legal moves available to an agent, the next
issue is: when there is a choice, what should an agent say? In fact, an agent can choose a move
from the set of legal moves, and the choice of a particular move is the result of his strategy. A
strategy in an argumentation dialogue specifies what utterances to make in order to bring about
some desired outcome (e.g. to persuade the counterpart to perform a particular action). In order
to define a strategy, we need to take into account several factors, such as the nature of the previous
move, the protocol, the goal of the agents, etc. Indeed, the agent must select the kind of act but
also the content to expose, and this depends on the belief of the agent and on current state of the
dialogue, among other factors. In consequence, a strategy can be captured in different levels. In
particular, [Amgoud and Maudet, 2002] defines three levels:
– definition of same agent profile;
– choosing to build or destroy a strategy;
– choosing some appropriate argumentative content.
The first level is the agent profile, which needs to be completed with some other level. In general,
a classification of a number of strategies which reflect the agent profile, is the following:
–
–
–
–
–

Agreeable: accept whenever possible
Disagreeable: only accept when no reason not to
Open-minded: only challenge when necessary
Argumentative: challenge whenever possible
Elephant’s child: question whenever possible

At the next level, we will consider that the agent can adopt either a build or a destroy strategy,
where a strategy is selected towards any statement from the participants’ commitment stores.
– b-strategy consists of defending some facts in its commitment store.
– d-strategy consists of attacking some commitments in the opponent’ commitment store.
The last level concerns the problem of the (argumentative) content of the act. In order to define
this level, we define a level of acceptable arguments.
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Definition 10 (Levelled set of acceptable arguments).
The set of acceptable arguments at level l
S
l
for an argumentation framework AF is S = i=0,··· ,l Fi≥0 (∅)

Definition 11 (Level of acceptable arguments). The level l at which the argument is acceptable in
an argumentation framework AF is given by the lacc function defined as:
lacc : A(Σ) → N such that:
1. if A ∈ Cattack then lacc(A) = 0
2. if A ∈ Cattack,⊏ then lacc(A) = 1
3. if A ∈ S l and A 6∈ S l−1 then lacc(A) = l + 1

Definition 12 (Strengths of an argument). Let A and B be two arguments of S. A is considered
stronger than B iff lacc(A) < lacc(B).
The stronger an argument is, the more grounded is the conclusion supported by this argument.
We define now the intuition behind the decision of whether to choose a b-strategy or d-strategy
when the agent has the initiative: it is rational to select a b-strategy if there is some sufficiently
acceptable argument available to support some fact in its commitment store. The sufficiently
acceptable level is defined at level 1 by the agent profile (depending on its attitude) and the level
of acceptability of the facts is computed at level 3.
In this section, we propose an example of a strategy process, involving the three levels. Consider an argumentation dialogue between an agent P , with a level of prudence pa , and an agent C.
We denote the commitment stores for the agents, respectively, CSP and CSC . We suppose that
the agent P has adopted a current strategy c-strategy ∈ {b-strategy, d-strategy}. When he has
the initiative, the agent can trigger the following algorithm:
1. if c-strategy=b-strategy then consider 2 and then 3, else consider 3 and then 2.
2. if the agent has some acceptable argument A such that:
– A = (H, p) ∈ S and p ∈ CSP
– lacc(A) = l′ and l′ < pa
Then the agent adopts a b-strategy and utters assert(p)
3. if the agent has some acceptable argument A such that
– A = (H, p) ∈ S and ¬p ∈ CSC
– lacc(A) = l′ and l′ < pa
then the agent adopts a d-strategy and utters challenge(p)
4. if the agent has no argument for some fact p in the opponent’s commitment store, he adopts
a d-strategy and utters question(p)
5. else the agent selects p in the opponent’s commitment store for which he has some aceptable
argument A such that:
– A = (H, p) ∈ S and p ∈ CSC
– 6 ∃p′ : p′ ∈ CSC ∧ A′ = (H ′ , p′ ) ∈ S and lacc(A) < lacc(A′ )
then the agent adopts a d-strategy
The algorithm captures the intuition that an agent will explore the position of the other party, in
order to find a weak point in its line of argumentation.
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4.4

Example

We give a example of a dialogue conducted under the protocol between two agents, labeled respectively with C and P , using the example in 4.1.1. The agent C starts the dialogue asserting a
alignment A between two ontologies O and O′ (the agent C is committed to support the alignment
A and each correspondence it contains). The two ontologies O and O′ , expressed in description
logic, are:
O = {M icro − company = Company ⊓ ≤5 employee}
O′ = {SM E = F irm ⊓ ≤10 associate}

The alignment A is:
A = {hCompany, F irm, =, .89i,hemployee, associate, ⊑, 1.0i, hmicro − company, SM E, ⊑, .97i}
The three correspondences are denoted, respectively, with γ1 , γ2 and γ3 .
The set of of arguments in favour of γ1 are:
a1 all the known Company on one side are Firm on the other side and vice versa (extensional);
E(Company) ⊆ E(F irm), E(F irm) ⊆ E(Company)
a2 the two names Company and Firm are synonyms in WordNet (terminological); label(Company) ≈d
label(F irm)
The set of of arguments in favour of γ3 are:
a3 the alignment plus the two ontologies entail the correspondence (semantic); M (micro −
company) |= M (SM E)
a4 all the known micro-companies on one side are SME on the other side (and not vice versa)
(extentional); E(micro − company) ⊆ E(SM E)
and the counter-arguments are:
a5 the two names micro-companies and SME are not alike by any string distance, and they are not
synonyms in WordNet (terminological); label(micro − companies) 6≈d label(SM E)
a6 that the only features they share are associate and employee and they have different domains
and cardinalities (structural). S(micro − companies) ∩ S(SM E) 6= ∅
A possible dialogue between C and P is the following:
//The agent C is committed to support the alignment
C−assert( :content A :reply-with 1 )→ P
//The agent P asks to justify the correspondence γ1 (P does not have counter-argument)
C ← question( :content γ1 :reply-with 2 ) - P
// The agent C justifies the correspondence γ1 with the arguments a1 and a2
C−support( :content a1 , a2 ⊢+ γ1 :in-reply-to 2 )→ P
//The agent P asks to justify the correspondence γ3 (P is ready to justify the opposite)
C ← challenge( :content γ3 :reply-with 3 ) - P
// The agent C justifies the correspondence γ3 with the arguments a3 and a4
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C−support( :content a3 , a4 ⊢+ γ3 :in-reply-to 3 )→ P
// The agent P contests the correspondence γ3 with the counter-arguments a5 and a6
C−contest( :content a5 , a6 ⊢− γ3 :in-reply-to 3 )→ P
// The agent C retracts the correspondence γ3
C−retract( :content γ3 :in-reply-to 3 )→ P

4.5

Properties

There are some properties that need be shown and checked. A desirable theoretical property of
the protocol is that it is nonconcurrent, namely that at most one dialogue move is generated at any
time. This can be proved by construction. Another property is exhaustivity, namely if the protocol
guarantees that at least one such admissible argument exists. A property, taken from [Amgoud and
Parsons, 2001] is the following:
Proposition 2. If two agents P and C, equipped with a argumentation framework AFP and AFC ,
start a argument dialogue using the set of perfomatives Pi in which P moves first, and S is the
possible set of arguments generated, then:
– ∀x ∈ S in the set of acceptable arguments of either AFP or AFC ;
– If x ∈ S is the set of acceptable arguments of AFP , it is in the set of acceptable arguments
of AFC .
These results show the soundness of the dialogues and the termination. Indeed, if the dialogue
ends with an argument being acceptable to P , then it is also acceptable to C (P persuades C).
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Id
S1

Corresp.
he, e′ , ≡, _i

⊢?
+

Argument
S(e) ∩ S(e′ ) 6= ∅

S2

he, e′ , ≡, _i

-

S(e) ∩ S(e′ ) = ∅

S3
S4
S5

he, e′ , ⊑, _i
he, e′ , ⊑, _i
he, e′ , ⊥, _i

+
+

S(e) ⊆ S(e′ )
S(e′ ) ⊆ S(e)
S(e) ∩ S(e′ ) = ∅

S6
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7

he, e′ , ⊥, _i
hc, c′ , ≡, _i
hc, c′ , ≡, _i
hc, c′ , ⊑, _i
hc, c′ , ⊑, _i
hc, c′ , ⊥, _i
hc, c′ , ⊥, _i
hp, p′ , ≡, _i
hp, p′ , ⊑, _i
hp, p′ , ≡, _i
hp, p′ , ⊑, _i
hp, p′ , ⊥, _i
hp, p′ , ⊥, _i
he, e′ , ⊑, _i
he, e′ , ⊑, _i
he, e′ , ≡, _i

+
+
+
+

S(e) ∩ S(e′ ) 6= ∅
properties(c) ∩ properties(c′ ) 6= ∅
properties(c) ∩ properties(c′ ) = ∅
properties(c) ⊆ properties(c′ )
properties(c′ ) ⊆ properties(c)
properties(c) ∩ properties(c′ ) = ∅
properties(c) ∩ properties(c′ ) 6= ∅
range(p) ≈ range(p′ )

-

range(p) 6≈ range(p′ )

+
+
+

range(p) 6≈ range(p′ )
range(p) 6≈ range(p′ )
E(e) ⊆ E(e′ )
E(e′ ) ⊆ E(e′ )
E(e) ⊆ E(e′ ), E(e′ ) ⊆ E(e)

he, e′ , ≡, _i
he, e′ , ⊥, _i
he, e′ , ⊥, _i
he, e′ , ≡, _i
he, e′ , ⊑, _i
he, e′ , ≡, _i
he, e′ , ⊑, _i
he, e′ , ⊑, _i
he, e′ , ⊑, _i
he, e′ , ≡, _i
he, e′ , ⊑, _i
he, e′ , ⊥, _i
he, e′ , ⊥, _i
he, e′ , ⊥, _i
he, e′ , ⊥, _i

+
+

E(e) ∩ E(e′ ) = ∅
E(e) ∩ E(c′ ) = ∅′
E(e) ∩ E(c′ ) 6= ∅′
label(e) ≈d label(e′ )

Properties have dissimilar range
Properties have similar range
e instances are included in those of e′
c′ instances are included in those of c
e instances are included in those of e′
and vic.
Entities do not have common instances
Entities do not have common instances
Entities have a common instance
Entities’ labels are similar

-

label(e) 6≈d label(e′ )

Entities’ labels are dissimilar

+

U RI(e) ≈d U RI(e′ )

Entities’ URIs are similar

-

U RI(e) 6≈d U RI(e′ )

Entities’ URIs are dissimilar

+
+
-

label(e) 6≈d
label(e) ≈d
U RI(e) 6≈d
U RI(e) ≈d

label(e′ )
label(e′ )
U RI(e′ )
U RI(e′ )

Entities’ labels are dissimilar
Entities’ labels are similar
Entities’ URIs are dissimilar
Entities’ URIs are similar

I8
I9
I10
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

Comment
Entities have common neighbours
(e.g., super-entities, sibling-entities, etc.)
Entities do not have common
neighbours
e neighbours are included in those of e′
e′ neighbours are included in those of e
Entities do not have common
neighbours
Entities have common neighbours
Classes have common properties
Classes do not have common properties
c properties are included in those of c′
c′ properties are included in those of c
Classes do not have common properties
Classes have common properties
Properties have similar range
Properties do not have similar range

Table 4.1: Correspondences and arguments in OWL.
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Performative
assert(k)
retract(k)
question(k)
challenge(k)
support(a, k)
contest(a, k)
pref er(a, k, k′ )

How used in the protocol
the sender asserts a statement k ∈ K
the sender does not support k anymore
the sender asks the receiver to justify k
the sender asks the receiver to justify k (he is obligated to justify ¬k)
the sender supports k by argument a
the sender contests k by argument a
the sender prefers k ′ than k by argument a
Table 4.2: Argumentation performatives
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Conclusion
This report has investigated in depth the support for agents using different ontologies to interoperate.
First, we have presented an alignment negotiation protocol (ANP) that allows agents to take
advantage of web resources in order to find alignments between ontologies. ANP, which uses
the FIPA ACL technology for exchanging messages, is designed to be used whenever an agent
needs it: when the agent receives a message to be understood he can start an alignment negotiation
session and later resume the initial dialogue. This protocol enables any agent to obtain ontology
alignments from specialised services taking advantage of the work carried out in workpackage 2.2.
Then, we have explored the problem of negotiating changes when alignments do not satisfy
both parties. For that purpose we defined an argumentation-based framework which allows agents
to argue about the correspondences and to evaluate the arguments in an adequate argumentative
logic. The arguments provided by agents are specifically adapted to arguing about correspondences. We gave a relatively large library of such arguments (it can be extended though). The possible argumentation steps (or moves) are defined through the performatives introduced in [McBurney and Parsons, 2004]. Finally, the argumentative logic is based on the work by [Amgoud and
Parsons, 2001], it defines which arguments are acceptable for an agent (so that it could concede or
not the proposals of other agents).
This work has been presented in the context of agents with relatively strong reasoning capabilities, however nothing prevents most of it from being transposed to negotiation between semantic
web services. It should also be possible to use it in order to help human agents to negotiate the
alignments they need.
The first perspective of this work is the implementation of these features in an operational
application. Some of these implementations are underway. This will certainly lead to updating the
available library of arguments. Another useful direction should be the design of a global criterion
for evaluating the proposed argumentation protocol (in particular, is it achieving an optimal compromise with regard to this criterion). This would certainly require a refinement of the preference
relations.
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Index of rules
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Related deliverables
A number of Knowledge Web deliverables are clearly related to this one:
Project
KW

Number
D2.2.1

KW

D2.2.3

KW

D2.2.6

KW

D2.2.7

KW

D2.4.3

Title and relationship
Specification of a common framework for characterizing alignment provides the framework which defines the notion of alignment.
State of the art on ontology alignment provides a panorama of many of the
techniques that can be used both for computing alignments and evaluating arguments.
Specification of delivery alignment format provides a first description of the
alignment format that is returned by the protocol and its implementation.
Analysis of knowledge transformation and merging techniques describes
the rendering actions that are used by the alignment agent for providing programs using alignments.
State of the art on agent-based services provides an overview in the areas
of reaching agreements, communication, and collaboration in multi-agent systems.
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